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A Multi-core High Performance Computing
Framework for Probabilistic Solutions of
Distribution Systems
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Abstract—Multi-core CPUs with multiple levels of parallelism
and deep memory hierarchies have become the mainstream
computing platform. In this paper we developed a generally
applicable high performance computing framework for Monte
Carlo simulation (MCS) type applications in distribution systems, taking advantage of performance-enhancing features of
multi-core CPUs. The application in this paper is to solve the
probabilistic load ﬂow (PLF) in real time, in order to cope with
the uncertainties caused by the integration of renewable energy
resources. By applying various performance optimizations and
multi-level parallelization, the optimized MCS solver is able to
achieve more than 50% of a CPU’s theoretical peak performance
and the performance is scalable with the hardware parallelism.
We tested the MCS solver on the IEEE 37-bus test feeder using
a new Intel Sandy Bridge multi-core CPU. The optimized MCS
solver is able to solve millions of load ﬂow cases within a second,
enabling the real-time Monte Carlo solution of the PLF.
Index Terms—Distribution systems, high performance computing, Monte Carlo simulation, probabilistic load ﬂow, renewable
energy integration.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The integration of renewable energy resources such as
wind and solar energy in distribution systems introduces
signiﬁcant uncertainties. A fast and generally applicable computing framework that can assess system states in real time
considering the impact of such large uncertainties would be
an important tool for the reliable operation of distribution
systems. In this paper, we developed a multi-core high performance computing framework for fast Monte Carlo simulation
(MCS) of distribution networks, with focus on leveraging the
capabilities of modern multicore CPUs. The target application
is to solve the distribution system probabilistic load ﬂows
(PLF) in real time, in order to monitor and assess the system
states given the probabilistic properties of the uncertainties.
The probabilistic load ﬂow (PLF) models the uncertainties
as input random variables (RV) with probabilistic density
functions (PDF). Based on load ﬂow equations, it computes
the output states as random variables with PDFs [1] [2]. The
solution methods for PLF generally fall into two categories: the
analytical methods and MCS based methods. Most analytical
methods are trying to compute the output RVs by simplifying
power system models or probabilistic models [2] [3] [4] [5].
However, due to the simpliﬁcation, analytical methods may not
be able to handle uncertainties with large variance or systems
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with large non-linearity. MCS is a general framework extensible for many statistical applications including solving PLF. It
samples the input RVs and solves load ﬂow for each sample
using the accurate system model without simpliﬁcations, and
then estimates the output RVs using all result samples. The
accuracy and convergence of MCS are guaranteed by the Law
of Large Number [6]. Therefore, the MCS solutions are often
used as accuracy references for most PLF researches and
applications [2] [4] [7]. In order to obtain accurate results,
the MCS needs to solve a large number of load ﬂows, due to
the computational burden, MCS methods are often believed to
be prohibitive and infeasible for real-time applications.
The performance capabilities of modern computing platforms have been growing rapidly in last several decades
at a roughly exponential rate [8] [9]. The new mainstream
multi-core CPUs and graphics cards (GPUs) enable us to
build inexpensive systems with computational power similar
to supercomputers about a decade ago [8]. However, it is
very difﬁcult to fully utilize the hardware computing power
for speciﬁc application. It requires the knowledge from both
application domain and computer architecture domain and
extensive program optimization.
Contribution. In [10], we presented an initial version of
a high performance solver for distribution system load ﬂow
on multi-core CPUs. In this paper, we extended the work
in [10] by applying more aggressive algorithm level and
source code level optimization. Further, we demonstrate that
code optimization techniques on multi-core CPUs can yield
a signiﬁcant speedup and make MCS possible and practical
for certain real-time applications. By applying various code
optimization techniques and multilevel parallelization, for the
MCS type applications, our optimized load ﬂow solver is able
to achieve more than 50% of a CPU’s theoretical peak performance. This translates into about 50x speedup comparing
to the best compiler-optimized baseline code on a quad-core
CPU. The performance is also scalable with the hardware’s
parallel capabilities (multiple cores and SIMD vector width).
We further implemented a task-decomposition based threading
structure for real-time MCS based PLF application including
parallel random number generator, load ﬂow solver, PDF
estimation and visualization.
Synopsis. The paper is organized as follows: Multicore
CPUs and PLF approaches are reviewed in Section II. Performance optimization methods are described in Section III. In
Section IV, we report the performance results of the optimized
solver on IEEE 4-bus system (expanded to 8192 buses) and
IEEE 37-bus system, the numeric results of the PLF solver are
in Section V.
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II. M ULTICORE P LATFORM AND PLF A PPROACHES
A. Multi-core Computing Platform
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the 6-core Intel Xeon X5680
CPU in 2010. Its theoretical peak performance is 162 Gﬂop/s
(1 Gﬂop/s = 109 ﬂoating point operations per second) [11].
This single chip desktop CPU has similar peak performance
as the fastest supercomputer (Fujitsu NWT, 236 Gﬂop/s) in
1995 and the 500th fastest supercomputer (Cray T3E1200, 139
Gﬂop/s) in 2001 [8]. However, as the computer architecture
becomes much more complicated, to fully exact performance
from the hardware architecture is very difﬁcult. It requires
knowledge and effort from both the application domain and
the computer architecture domain, including algorithm level
optimization, data structure optimization, utilization of special
instructions, and multi-threading. The speciﬁc numerical application needs to be carefully redesigned and tuned to ﬁt into
the hardware. For the MCS solver, we mainly look into the
following aspects:
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Xeon X5680 CPU system structure: 6 physical cores

Memory hierarchy including multiple levels of caches. The
cache is a small but fast memory that automatically keeps
and manages copies of the most recently used and the most
adjacent data from the main memory locations in order to
bridge the speed gap between fast processor and slow main
memories. There could be multiple levels of caches: in Fig. 1,
X5680 has 3 level caches (L1,L2 and L3), the cache levels that
are closer to CPU cores are faster in speed but smaller in size.
An optimized data storage and access pattern is important to
utilize the cache functions to increase the performance.
Multiple levels of parallelism have become the major
driving force for the hardware performance. We are looking
into following aspects that are explicitly available for the
software: 1) Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) uses
special instructions and registers to perform same operation on
multiple data at the same time. 2) Multithreading on multiple
CPU cores enables multiple threads to be executed simultaneously and independently. The MCS can be a well ﬁtted
program model for such parallel instructions and structures.
B. Distribution Load Flow Model
The distribution system has its distinctive properties such
as high resistance to reactance ratio, radial structure and
unbalanced multi-phase. The branch current based forward/backward sweep (FBS) method is one of the most

efﬁcient methods for distribution system load ﬂow analysis.
We use the FBS method and the generalized multi-phase
unbalanced feeder models outlined in [12] and [13].
Node n
A
[Vabc]n B
C
[Iabc]n

Fig. 2.
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Link model for a two-terminal component

[Iabc ]n = [c] [Vabc ]m + [d] [Iabc ]m

(1)

[Vabc ]m = [A] [Vabc ]n − [B] [Iabc ]m

(2)

Fig. 2. shows the link model for a branch connecting two
nodes, n is the node closer to the substation, the reference
forward direction is from n to m. The relations of the complex
three phase voltages [Vabc ]n [Vabc ]m and currents [Iabc ]n
[Iabc ]m are given in Eqn. 1 and 2, The 3×3 complex matrices
A, B, c, d are derived from each equipment model [13].
In FBS method, the substation is the slack bus at the root
of the tree. Given the initial value of the voltages, in each
iteration, a Backward Sweep traverses from all the leaves to
the root, using Kirchhoff Current Law on each node and (1)
on each branch to update currents; then a Forward Sweep
traverses from root to all the leaves, using (2) to update
voltages. When every node’s power mismatch is smaller than
an error limit, FBS stops with convergence achieved, otherwise
starts another iteration using updated values as the initial
values.
C. Monte Carlo simulation for Probabilistic Load Flow
The MCS method for PLF generally consists of three steps:
1) Sample the input random variables.
2) For each sample, run a deterministic load ﬂow to obtain
an accurate result sample without simpliﬁcations.
3) Based on all result samples, estimate the PDFs or other
probabilistic features of interested states.
Comparing to analytical methods, the advantages of MCS
method include:
1) Any result sample is accurate without approximations.
2) It is a generally applicable method and extensible for
other statistical or non-statistical applications.
3) It has straightforward formulation and the result has
natural interpretations.
In order to achieve convergence within the error limits, the
MCS usually involves a large number of load ﬂow calculations.
Due to the computational burden, the MCS is believed to be
prohibitive and infeasible for real-time application.
However, noting that the load ﬂow cases in step 2) are the
same procedure running independently on different data, it is
an embarrassingly parallel problem from parallel computing
perspective. It can be well mapped into modern computing
hardware. With proper optimization and parallelization, the
calculations can fully take advantage of the hardware and can
be done efﬁciently.
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D. Programming Model
As showed in Fig. 3, the MCS solver consists three parts:
1) Parallel random number generators sampling random variables. 2) Parallel FBS load ﬂow solver solving load ﬂows for
all random samples; and 3) Kernel density estimation (KDE)
estimating and visualizing PDFs from load ﬂow results.
Sampling input PDFs
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III. P ERFORMANCE O PTIMIZATION M ETHODS
A. Data Structure Optimization
We ﬁrst build the baseline code using C++ object oriented
programming method. The distribution system is modeled
and implemented using the Standard Template Library (STL).
The STL provides classes to describe the radial distribution
network as a tree data structure. The forward and backward
sweeps are to iterate over the tree. The object oriented programming using STL is convenient and productive from the
software engineering perspective and has been adopted by
most software developers. However, these beneﬁts come with
the price of performance drop due to various overheads and
uncontrolled memory allocation/access patterns.
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Random number generator. The random number generator
(RNG) ﬁrst generates uniform distributed random numbers
on the unit hypercube [0, 1]n , based on the uniform random
numbers, inverse transform sampling method can be applied
to obtain samples of different distributions. Special strategy
has to be employed for parallel implementation, such as
leapfrog and block-splitting strategies for linear congruential
generators and dynamic creation for Mersenne-Twister generators [14] [15]. The goal is to guarantee that multiple RNGs
run independently and still generate random numbers with
good quality such as randomness and equidistribution on a
hypercube.
Kernel density estimation (KDE) is a generally applicable non-parametric way of estimating the probability density
function of a random variable [16]. The general formulation
is:
1
fˆh (x) =
nh

n

i=1

K

N5 Data:
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Voltage
N4 Data:
Parameters
Current
Voltage

...

Fig. 3.

Consecutive
in Data Array

x − x 
i

h

(3)

Where K is the kernel function, xi is the value of sample
point i, h is the bandwidth. fˆh (x) is the estimated PDF. We
choose Gaussian function as the kernel and use the optimized
bandwidth for Gaussian distribution [16]. We also use the
fast Fourier transform based algorithm for KDE [17]. The
computation is very efﬁcient and run time is negligible.
Parallel load ﬂow solver to solve the large amount of load
ﬂows is the most computational intensive part. In the following
section, we ﬁrst build an efﬁcient sequential load ﬂow solver.
Then we run multiple sequential solvers into the multilevel
parallel hardware to solve multiple load ﬂows simultaneously

Fig. 4.

Array Access in C

Data structure optimization

As show in Fig. 4, we convert the STL tree into an 1-D
array. The data needed for FBS on each node or branch are
placed together in a block (N5 data in Fig. 4). The blocks are
then placed in the array according to the traverse sequence of
FBS iterations. In this way, the tree traverses are converted to
streaming accesses. The data temporal locality (most recent
data) and spatial locality (most adjacent data) are preserved
in the computation, and the overheads of data access are
minimized. The new version scalar code takes advantages of
the memory hierarchy, and yield much better performance than
the baseline C++ code. Moreover, the data structure conversion
is an one-time pre-processing, so the cost is negligible.
B. Algorithm Level Optimization
In FBS, the main operations are small matrix-vector multiplications described in (1) and (2). For the constant 3 × 3
complex matrices A, B, c, d , not all of them are full matrices.
In fact, due to the link model’s physical properties, most of
these matrices are diagonal or even identity matrices.
As showed in Fig. 5(a), to exploit these matrix patterns
we build special case code for each matrix pattern and use
a jump table to dispatch to the correct code fragment. Only
the necessary operations for each pattern are put into the
code. In this way, the unnecessary ﬂoating point operations are
removed. Also shown in Fig. 5(b), by specifying matrix pattern
the structure of the constant matrices are pre-determined and
we only need to store the most necessary data. In this way
we reduce the memory footprint so that bigger problem can
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ﬁt into fast CPU caches. Also, the memory access operations
are reduced. The performance on actual problems is further
increased.
Pseudo-code for Matrix-Vector Multiplication:

Matrix Pattern:

r
0
0

0
r
0

0
0
r

i
0
0

0
i
0

0
0
i

...

r: real number,
i: imaginary number
c: complex number

(a) Switch table for codes of matrix patterns

Switch Buffer A, B

Computing Thread N

RNG & Load Flow in Buffer AN

RNG & Load Flow in Buffer BN

Computing Thread 2

RNG & Load Flow in Buffer A2

RNG & Load Flow in Buffer B2

Computing Thread 1

RNG & Load Flow in Buffer A1

RNG & Load Flow in Buffer B1

...

c11 c12 c13
c21 c22 c23
c31 c32 c33

// input[0~2]: vector real part;
// input[3~5]: vector imaginary part;
// constant: parameters (r or c on left).
switch (matrix_pattern){
case real_diagonal_equal_matrix:
output[0] = *constant * input[0];
...
output[5] = *constant * input[5];
break;
case imag_diagonal_equal_matrix:
output[0] = -*constant * input[3];
output[1] = -*constant * input[4];
output[2] = -*constant * input[5];
output[3] = *constant * input[0];
output[4] = *constant * input[1];
output[5] = *constant * input[2];
break;
//cases for other frequent matrix patterns
...
default: //default full 3x3 complex matrix
...
}

Intel Sandy Bridge CPU is able to process 8 single precision
ﬂoating point numbers simultaneously.
Multithreading enables us to fully utilize the multi-core
CPUs. At this step, we run the SIMD vector FBS solver in
parallel in multiple threads on a multi-core CPU. Each thread
is exclusively pinned to a physical core and runs independently
on different random samples. Fig. 7 shows the structure of
multi-threaded MCS solver for real-time applications. There
are two types of threads in this threading structure based on
task decomposition:

Scheduling Thread 0

KDE in All B Buffers

Result Out

Sync
Signal Out

KDE in All A Buffers Result Out

Real Time Interval

Compressed 3x3
Complex Matrix
matrix_pattern

constant[Ni]

RNG: Random Number Generator
KDE: Kernel Density Estimation

Ni ,Nj: only store minimal
amount of necessary data
matrix_pattern

constant[Nj]

Fig. 7.

(b) Compressed storage for different matrix patterns
Fig. 5.

Algorithm level optimization: matrix pattern

C. Multi-level Parallelization
SIMD stands for Single Instruction Multiple Data. On
desktop CPUs, comparing to the normal sequential scalar code,
SIMD is able to process a single instruction on multiple data
packed in vector registers simultaneously.
For the MCS of PLF on a given distribution system, the
instruction sequence for each load ﬂow is ﬁxed, only the input
sample data are different. We pack multiple input sample data
into the vector registers, and convert the original instructions
into SIMD instructions. Normally, when the input samples
of different load ﬂow are close to each other, the load ﬂows
usually converge at the same iteration step. Therefore multiple
load ﬂows can be solved simultaneously, resulting in an almost
linear speedup with respect to the processing width of SIMD
instructions.

Scalar Solver:

Scalar Register:
1 float

Scalar Instructions

Sample

FBS Load Flow

Result

Vector Register:
4 floats in SSE

SIMD Instructions

Vectorized Solver:

Fig. 6.

Sample

FBS Load Flow

Sync Signal

Multi-thread MCS solver for real-time application

1) We create multiple computing threads to compute the
large number of load ﬂows. Parallel random number generators
are implemented into each computing thread, so that each
thread keeps generating random samples and solve the load
ﬂows independently. The results are stored in a double-buffer
structure: the current buffer keeps storing the new load ﬂow
results, the old buffer is left for the scheduling thread to do the
post-processing. At the end of every real-time interval, once
the sync signal is received, computing threads switch buffers
and keeps computing new load ﬂows.
2) We also create one scheduling thread to schedule the
computing threads to track the real-time updating rate, and to
visualize PDFs from the load ﬂow results using KDE method.
At the end of every real-time interval, the scheduling thread
send out the sync signal, so that all computing threads switch
to new buffers, the scheduling thread collects the results from
the old buffers of all computing threads to do the KDE. The
scheduling thread is also in charge of publishing the results.
Each thread is exclusively pinned to one physical CPU
core, therefore multiple threads run simultaneously with limited contention on hardware resources and fully utilize the
hardware. The design also automatically balances the workload among computing threads. The accuracy of the results
(how many result samples used for PDF estimation) is only
constrained by the hardware limit and we meet the real-time
requirement.

Result

Vectorization of load ﬂow solver

Fig. 6 shows the SIMD implementation of the FBS load
ﬂow for MCS. Depending on the processing width of different
SIMD instructions, the SSE (Streaming SIMD Extensions) is
able to process 4 single precision ﬂoating point numbers simultaneously, and the new AVX (Advanced Vector Extensions) on

IV. P ERFORMANCE R ESULT
We measure performance in Gﬂop/s, that is ﬂoating point
operations divided by runtime. Gﬂop/s is a generally accepted
metric in performance engineering and scientiﬁc computing. It
reﬂects the performance gain of code optimization: the higher
the better, and it gives an idea of how good one can do with
respect to physical limits: each CPU has its peak Gﬂop/s value
by design.
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TABLE I
A PPROXIMATE RUNTIME

A. Performance Result on Different Systems
We test our optimized MCS solver on IEEE 4-bus based
system [18]. We duplicate and connect multiple 4 bus systems
to build larger system. The Gﬂop/s results on a quad-core
Core2Extreme CPU at 2.66 GHz with the machine peak at
80 Gﬂop/s are showed in Fig. 8 [11]. At the highest point,
the multi-core solver is able to achieve more than 60% of the
CPU’s machine peak. The performance drops are due to the
larger data set exceeding the cache capacity.
We tested the MCS solver on IEEE 37-bus test feeder on
different machines [18]. As show in Fig. 9, the performance
increases with the increase of SIMD width (SSE to AVX),
and with the increase of number of CPU cores. This ﬁgure
implies that optimized MCS solver is a well ﬁtted application
for modern computer architecture. It sees an almost linear
speedup with the increase of hardware parallel capacity.
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Core2Extreme 2.66GHz Xeon X5680 3.33GHz
(4-core, SSE)
(6-core, SSE)

Core i5-2400 3.10GHz
(4-core, AVX)

Performance scalable with SIMD width and number of CPUs

B. Estimated Run Time
For 1 million load ﬂows on IEEE 37-bus test system and
IEEE-123 bus test system, the approximate runtime of MCS is
showed in Table I. We can see that on new Intel Sandy Bridge
CPU (Core-i5) with quad-core and AVX, 1 million load ﬂows
can be solved within 4 seconds, which is less than the update
time interval of most SCADA system. The baseline runtime
results including fully-compiler-optimized C++ code (-O3)
and Matlab code are also showed for reference. Clearly, the
baseline programs without hardware-aware optimization fail
to produce the MCS results under such real-time constraint.

Fig. 10 shows the detail performance gain when applying
different optimization techniques on the Core2Extreme CPU.
The lowest bar is the baseline C++ STL code compiled
with speed optimization option (-O2). The second lowest
is the same code compiled by Intel C Compiler with full
optimization option (-O3), this code is our baseline C++ code.
The C Array is the code using C and array access described
in Section III-A. The C Pattern is the further optimized code
for different matrix patterns described in Section III-B. We
extend best scalar code (C Pattern) into SIMD version (SSE),
and further into multi-threaded version (Multi-Core) running
on all cores. A nearly linear speedup can be achieved. We
can see from Fig. 10, the highest bar shows 50x speedup
comparing to the second lowest bar (our baseline), and our
baseline code is already 10x faster than the unoptimized code
(the lowest bar).
V. MCS R ESULTS OF PLF
In this section, we test our MCS solver for actual PLF
problems on IEEE test feeder, analyze the accuracy of the
crude Monte Carlo method. The crude Monte Carlo method
does not use any variance reduction techniques. It directly
samples i.i.d. RVs, solves large number of load ﬂows and then
estimates the PDFs of the interested states using KDE.
For the test example, the system conﬁguration is showed in
Fig. 11. The input uncertainties are the active power injections
on phase A at node 738, 711 and 741. The distribution of the
three RVs are conﬁgured as i.i.d. Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and standard deviation of 100 kW. The PLF results
of the voltage amplitudes can be obtained for each node. In
this section for the accuracy and convergence analysis, we
show the voltage amplitude results on node 738 in Fig. 12.
The results for other cases and other nodes are similar.
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case, such ratio is less than 0.03.
Here we only show the results of crude MCS method, for
the cases with large dimensions and requiring even faster
convergence rate, special variance reduction methods can be
applied, which may signiﬁcantly reduce the required samples
and further improve the overall performance [6].
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Fig. 11.

Conﬁguration of test case on IEEE 37-bus system
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we developed a multi-core high performance
distribution load ﬂow solver for MCS application. By applying
various performance optimizations and multi-level parallelization, the optimized MCS solver is able to achieve more
than 50% of a CPU’s theoretical peak performance and the
performance is scalable with the hardware parallel capacity.
We tested the MCS solver on the IEEE 37-bus test feeder
on a new Intel Sandy Bridge multi-core CPUs (Core-i5), the
optimized MCS solver is able to solve millions of load ﬂow
within a second, enabling the real-time Monte Carlo solution
of the PLF with high accuracy.

Result of crude Monte Carlo simulation

In Fig. 12(a), each ﬁgure shows 50 estimated PDF curves
based on 50 random seeds of random number generator.
From left to right, with the increasing number of Monte
Carlo samples (100 to 10 million), the 50 PDFs converge to
a single PDF. Assuming the random number generator can
generate true random samples, by the Law of Large Number,
the converged curve is the true PDF curve given the input
RVs. From Fig. 12(a), the crude Monte Carlo can obtain
high accuracy around 1 million samples. The PDF curves at
this accuracy level can be updated within 1 second using the
optimized MCS solver running on Core-i5 CPU.
In Fig. 12(b), we quantify the accuracy by compute the ratio
of the maximal band of all PDF curves in Fig. 12(a) to the
maximal point of the PDFs. We can see, for 1 million samples
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